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Yellow
Andreea Ceplinschi



On 3.

I

t’s the angry people that jump; the desperate ones just let themselves fall. The rope tightens. At first your heart
beats faster and you gasp for air. You’ve never felt this intimate with your body before and it gives you goose
bumps. You’re fighting. You’re tongue thickens and your eyes open. Your skin is burning. For a split second you
feel the sharp, annoying pain on the back of your neck, where the knot plucked out a few hairs. You gasp again. You
may be scared, you may be sorry, you may be both. How long will it be until it’s over? You arrive at the edge of a
cliff and look down: yellow. Is it wisdom or cowardice? On 3.
It’s the angry people that jump; the desperate ones just let themselves fall. Colors fade and you feel as if you’re
about to sneeze. Not enough blood. Your feet are heavy and your hands feel swollen and purple. You wish you
could cough. Your heart is knocking away at your shoulders and halfway up your throat. Your ears start ringing.
Your eyes stop recognizing, apart from the bright square flickering where an open window used to be. You arrive
at the edge of another cliff and you look down: square yellow. On 3.
It’s the angry people that jump; the desperate ones just let themselves fall. You’re tired. Your whole body aches
and you’ve lost control of your bowels. And there’s that throbbing pressure up your nose, as if it were about to
bleed. Your mouth is dry and your head is swimming: you are in 7th grade, learning how to do CPR and you hyperventilate. Your chest is paralyzed: you are six again, your brother pushed you down the stairs and the fall knocked
the wind out of you. Underwater silence: you’re 20 and trying to learn how to swim… you never could learn that,
could you? You are out on the ocean, nothing around but water for miles, and sky, and the wind, and so much sunshine. You arrive at the edge of yet another cliff and look down: sunshine yellow. On 3.
It’s the angry people that jump; the desperate ones just let themselves fall. Inner peace smells of melon. The room
looks just like you left it: window ajar, open notebook on the desk (blank page), ink stain on the beige carpet, coffee
stain on the blue quilt (left corner hanging down a bit on the left side of the bed), chair fallen over, finger prints on
the TV screen and palm prints in the dust all over the book shelves, a dry white rose hanging down on the wall since
that day you were 14 and love was for real, a picture of your paradise island, a full ashtray (you should throw that
out), a few coffee mugs with stuff molding away greenly inside, the smell of melon. It was that damn chewing gum
that smelled of melon. When you were little, you and your brother would compete to see who could blow the bigger
bubble and then he would always pop yours in your face because you had longer hair and it took you a while to get
it out. And when you were done you would always stick the chewed gum on the windowsill. You open the window
and look down: perfect yellow. The rope will hold, there’s no need to worry about flying. One, two, three.



One Thousand Paper Cranes*
Ariunaa Bayraa

“S

weetie, next Friday we’ll have lunch out with your father. We’ll be meeting the Sato family.”
“Who are the Sato family?”
“Remember what we talked the other day about your marriage? Your father and I have found just the right person
for you.”
“Mother, I thought you and Father understood that I won’t have my marriage arranged!”
“You know the Yachiyo restaurant, don’t you? It’s owned by the Sato family. Their son has already started running
it and everybody says he’s doing a very good job. We’ll have a chance to look at their family restaurant, too.”
“Mother, you didn’t listen to me…”
“You should wear your blue kimono for the lunch. You look elegant in it.”
“But Mother…”
***
It was a warm September evening. Yumi stepped into a taxi and shut the door. She gazed through the half-open
window at a jewelry shop on the street. Inside, a middle-aged man, who wore a rather garish tweed jacket, came up
to the glass door and turned the sign to “CLOSED,” then switched the lights off.
The taxi drove off, passed down a street dotted with bars and then a theatre, in front of which throngs of people
paraded on the pavement. A performance had just ended and the crowd was reluctant to leave, strolling calmly to
enjoy the warm breeze of evening air.
Yumi leaned back in the seat and forced herself to breathe slowly. She closed her eyes and hoped to calm down her
anxiously jumping heart. Wind blew softly through the window and played with the girl’s long black silky locks as
if trying to soothe her, but with hardly any success. Yumi’s mind restlessly ran through her preparations for tonight’s
date that consumed the whole afternoon. She tugged at the hem of her wavy, red satin skirt that barely touched her
knees and contrasted with the ivory tone of her skin. Having second thoughts about the tastefulness of its bright red
color, Yumi surfed through her closet once again in her mind and was finally assured that this one was the prettiest
skirt for tonight.
The taxi arrived in front of the Tama, a restaurant that was quite famous in the area for its elegance, a choice made by
Yumi’s date, Kai. She took the small white paper crane she folded earlier out of her wallet and held it up to her chest
for a moment, then whispered a few words into it, put it back into her wallet and, finally, got out of the car. Before
she could reach the restaurant door, a text message beeped in her cell phone. It was from Kai.
“I have already arrived. Look for the table in the corner. You’ll find it easily. It’s the only one with green cloth.
*(^_^)*”
In a minute, Yumi found herself inside the restaurant. Classical western music played softly and Yumi felt somewhat
* Senbazuru: 1000 paper cranes—Legend says that if you fold 1000 cranes with paper, your heart’s desire will come true


more at ease amid the raw concrete walls, blue-gray furniture, and mellow ambience created by the low-key, lavender colored lights. At a candlelit corner table sat a man in his late twenties, fiddling with his cell phone. Eventually he
looked up and saw Yumi walking up to his table with a small smile on her lips and a presence imbued with delicacy.
His eyes took in the brilliant red of her skirt, undulating gently as she took each step toward him.
Yumi took a seat facing Kai. He started the conversation in a gentle tone,
“How are you tonight?”
“I’m fine thank you,” said Yumi with a nod of her head, unable to look into the eyes of the man. Perhaps, it
was the rich lashes of the downcast eyes that made her face warm and sensuous, Kai could not resist his temptation
to stare at her, which made her more nervous. However, he sensed her anxiety.
“What happened to the cheerful Yumi that I receive messages from? Are you really so panicked about
meeting me?” Yumi answered with a laugh, her head bent forward, a gesture that looked like a slight bow. Yet she
reckoned that this unceremonious manner of speaking concealed affection. She finally looked up at his face and their
eyes met for an instant. The waiter came to take their orders.
***
Yumi watched Kai as he spoke about humorous incidents from his workplace. Although the way he juggled jokes to
keep her amused seemed rather predictable, his triumph over the fear of unoriginality appealed to her.
“…And the next morning, he directly showed up at the office, with no shoes! I hated myself for making him look so
stupid in front of everyone; you know what I’m saying?”
“Shut up!”
They both laughed.
There was a charm in Kai’s carefree attitude and although it was their first meeting, Yumi began to feel at ease
around him. She knew that customarily it was not the correct way to behave around a man she hardly knew, but
around him she gave in to the urge to lose her sense of discipline and modesty.
As he watched the girl loosen up in front of him, Kai felt an awfully vivid, carnal sensation of being male. He observed the delicate features of her face as she giggled with the faint blush ever present on her cheeks, the fingers that
sometimes slid through her hair to push back those hanging down her face, and the neck that would appear from
behind her collar only when she arched back to laugh.
A moment of silence fell between them. Yumi smiled and started to dig into her purse. She brought out her wallet
and said,
“I want to show you something.”
Kai looked at her with curious eyes and tilted his head to the left. They were interrupted by an old man who suddenly approached their table and slapped Kai on his shoulder.
“Sato Kun**!!! Look how much you have grown! I heard you’re already running your family restaurant. Your father
** Kun: equivalent of San addressed to younger men—Mister (Japanese)


must be so proud of you.” Kai answered the man with gratitude and promised that he’d tell his father about the
encounter.
“Sato Kun,” Yumi repeated to herself, her voice trembling. Kai saw the confused and sad look in her eyes and his
heart sank.
“I should’ve told you my full name earlier. I was going to,” he began but Yumi had already started for the door…
***
Yumi added one more to her collection of paper cranes after holding it up to her chest and whispering a few words
into it.

On the Other Side of the Atlantic
Yordanka Boykova Kraykova
On the other side of the Atlantic
My mornings smell like yours
Fresh-cut grass and sun-dried rain.
They bring the memories
I always wanted to have with you.
My evenings taste like yours
Dry red wine and dense Camel smoke.
My lips half open
For the kisses I never got.
I feel sometimes what you feel for her
Peaceful belly-button above dead butterflies.
Miss the thoughts I sent
That never got through.
I only hope in the spring afternoon
That the waves I embrace
Will wash your feet tonight.





Margarita Gospodinova Dimova
The Gloomy Resonance of Her Voice
The gloomy resonance of her voice
cannot silence the ecstatic throb
in my veins
that twist with each and every
fantastic blinding blink of hers
in my face,
which distorts tremendously
with the inimitable bliss
of agony.

The Oddness That You Feel
The oddness that you feel
when someone simply
can’t imagine
the yearning and burning
that stirs you,
is exasperating.
Are you that horribly aberrant?
Or maybe it’s just
their pretense
that makes your intestines
squirm inaudibly
all the time.


[intermission: cold bergamot tea to be served]
Come to you, come to you,
Oh, quaint guest,
		
born in the twilight
			
ripe in the murky night
				
gone when the sky is bright.

Adagio For Two Strings
For strings she strives.
Ripped strings,
No strings…
Then,
Strings attached:
Stringent strings
Indeed!
Pull the strings Serene song
Or stinging sound?
All she knows is:
From strings springs
The most splendid spontaneity
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Irreversible
Dexy

T

he crackle of the flickering luminescent lamp was the only audible sound; the few people in the waiting room were dozing off. It was past three already.
“I’m going for a smoke. You OK?” Sava looked at his wife and after she shook her head, he put on his
jacket. She stared vacantly at his scuffling figure as it faded into the corridor.
When he came back, he saw the doctor and a couple of nurses talking to Petia. The next second she lost
her balance and fell on the bench. He ran to her and held her face in his hands; it was distorted with pain,
wet with tears.
What Petia was saying Sava could not tell, but from her squeezing fingers clutching at his hands, her
bloodshot eyes looking at him in disbelief, and the panic in her voice, he knew.
It was over. Ivan was dead.
***
She put down the receiver and dialed the number of her husband’s office. It was midday; she prayed he
was still in there. Her hands were shaking so bad, Petia had to dial twice before getting the number right.
Four rings… five rings… six rings… She dialed again.
“Hello?” Finally her husband’s detached voice at the end of the line.
“Sava… They called again… They said… They said they need to amputate his right leg too… Oh my
God… They said he was gonna be fine, they said he was gonna be better…” She kept on talking, but he
couldn’t understand her any more, the agony in her voice made him pant; his vision blurred, his body
was shaking.
***
He looked around; the room blurred. Weak and nauseous from the anesthesia, he tried to keep his eyes
open; somebody stood by the window, looking at the parking lot in front of the hospital. Before he could
speak, his mind swirled and got lost in the oblivion of half-sleep, half-unconsciousness. His mother turned
and looked at the bed, brushing at the tears running down her cheeks. Ivan was still sleeping.
His body was wrapped in cables and devices. The doctors checked him every fifteen minutes, changed
solutions, fixed the appliances, looked into his eyes. He was going to wake up soon, a nurse said. How
soon? She didn’t know, within a couple of hours maybe.
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***
“Hello? Mom? Dad?” Ivan looked at the nurse, holding the receiver to his ear. “Can you put it closer
please, I can’t hear anything.” She did.
“Can you hear me?”
“Yeah, mom, I can hear you. Is dad there?”
“Oh my God… At last! Yes, yes, he is. We’re here. How are you, son? How do you feel?”
“Been better, mom. But it’s ok. They’re treating me good. It’s fine.”
“Oh, son. Is the food good? What do they have there?”
“Mom, it’s fine, don’t worry. The food is good, the doctors are good, it’s a big hospital, you know.” The
nurse was looking at the whirring hemodialysis machine pumping Ivan’s blood, cleaning it from the toxic
substances, something which his kidneys were no longer able to do. Acute renal failure had resulted in a
gigantic machine that would filter his blood three times a week from now on.
“I see. When are you coming home?” Her voice was shaking, he could tell, but she was trying to hold it.
He could see her sitting on the couch in the living room, his dad by her side trying to tell the answers to
her questions by the expression of her face.
Ivan took a deep breath and paused for a moment before he spoke.
“They are going to transport me in maybe a couple of weeks. That’s what they said. A whole bunch of
them doctors. They say my condition has to be stable first, because it is a long trip. Anyways, no earlier
than a fortnight, maybe a bit more.”
“Dear God, two weeks? But you already spent two weeks there... Do you know which hospital they are
gonna take you to?”
“Naw. I guess it’s in Sofia though. I will ask them later, ma, but I don’t think they know yet.”
“All right, Vanyo. We’ll be waiting. Your dad’s here, wants to talk to you.” Ivan wondered if it was his dad
wanting to talk to him or his mom being unable to; there was a rustling sound, then Sava’s deep husky
voice. Ivan stared at the needle stuck into his vein, as he spoke with him. Yes, he was better; no, it was
impossible to come home earlier; no, the doctors were unsure what would happen; yes, he was missing
them a hell of a lot. He was indeed.
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***
The third morning did not bring any changes in his condition.
“How are you feeling today?” Dr. Asparuchova drew the curtains open, letting the crisp morning light
into the room. “Is there anything I can get you?”
“Naw, doctor, I’m fine. Wonder how much time it will be before I can brush my own teeth again.”
She wondered if he was joking. She didn’t risk laughing. But she knew it was going to take a while.
“You don’t worry about that. One step at a time, all right?” After a moment’s hesitation, she went on.
“They called this morning; the helicopter is on the way, they will be here by noon.”
“How long is the trip?” He didn’t really care about the trip, rather he wanted to dispel his thoughts. All
night he had thought about that moment, the very moment it hit him; he had panicked; it was irreversible,
uncorrectable, gone.
“I am not sure, maybe a couple of hours, maybe a bit longer. Leningrad is a long way from here. But it
is for the best, it is a special hospital, they have all the equipment to look after you. Here we can do nothing, it’s a small town, we’re just not prepared for…” She paused. What for? The edema? The subsequent
gangrene? The complications? His psychological condition? She looked at him. His eyes were staring at
her from his swollen face. Never had she felt so useless.
“I am sorry, Vanyo. I wish we could do more here.”
“It’s ok.” He turned his eyes to the window again.
***
His ears… His ears… His ears…
“Do you want some water? Tea?” Dr. Asparuchova attempted a smile, clutching at the empty infusion
bag. The new solution slowly made its way down the administration set to his veins, dissolving into his
blood stream. She could not take her eyes off his face: distorted, unrecognizable because of the edema.
Mucus and fluids oozing from the damaged skin, his eyes and ears; she wondered if he was crying, if he
could cry, if his lacrimal glands could function at all. The lesion of his cornea was thorough.
“I am not thirsty.” His whisper was almost inaudible.
Dr. Petrov came into the room; the policemen were in the lobby, would she answer some questions.
“OK, I’ll be right back. Could you keep an eye on the infusion for a couple of minutes, it might need some
adjustment.” She threw away the empty bag and disappeared in the corridor.
God, his ears were huge. His nose, his face, his hands and legs... There was nothing she could do about
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the edema. The pain was tolerable, he had said. The sight was gruesome.
“Good day, Mr.?” Both policemen stood up when she approached them.
“Anohin. You were on duty last night?”
Yes, she was, along with Dr. Petrov. They talked for a few minutes, then the policemen asked if they
could talk to the patient.
“It would be better if you came again in the afternoon,” she said. “He can barely speak right now.”
“Can you at least give me his name? What is this man doing here?”
“I believe he’s an extramural at the Engineering University in Leningrad. He knows the son of one of the
nurses. You better ask her.”
“And his name?”
“Ivan. Ivan Peev.”
“Has he said anything about what happened?”
“No, not yet. He only said he doesn’t remember much, I didn’t want to push him. Come again later.”
“How old is he?
“I am not sure. I think he’s a junior. That’s all I know.”
***
The black-and-white Kashpirovski was healing a bunch of people by staring at them for a few minutes.
Dr. Asparuchova wondered if he was going to bend a few spoons just for the sake of doing it. He did.
“Jesus! What an idiot!” Dr. Petrov rose and went to get more coffee. “People die because of quacks like
him.”
“Why do they show this anyway?” Dr. Asparuchova put out her cigarette, then turned the page of yesterday’s paper.
“Shhh… Do you hear this?” The ambulance driver was straining to hear something, which by his cocked
head they guessed was coming from the corridor. The nurse turned down the volume. Yes, there was a
quiet knock at the front door. The sign at the door must have loosened, she said, the wind was blowing it
against the wood.
The driver got up and went into the corridor. “No, it’s not the sign, I think they screwed it in yesterday.
I’m gonna go check. You get me some more coffee, doc.”
The knock was hardly audible; sounded like metal banging at the door, maybe somebody had a keychain in the lock. He pushed the door open and froze. The almost naked body of a man was lying at the
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threshold, his face buried in the snow, his hair - a block of ice. His right hand was reaching for the door;
the blue fingers clenching to an unusable fist, which hit the bottom of the door. Bang… bang… bang…
***
Instead of heading downtown, Yuri drove just outside the village. All of a sudden he hit the breaks, got
out of the car, opened the back door, and grabbed Ivan by the collar. The Bulgarian attempted a protest,
tried to kick back, but he was so drunk his legs were completely detached from the rest of his body, draggling in the snow as Yuri trailed him to the back of the car. Vassia and Sasha sprung out of the car, their
faces red from alcohol, cold, and excitement.
Ivan could not remember this moment. He never recalled how the three of them kicked him till they
tired, how Vassia went to the trunk to get the container, how Sasha and Yuri undressed him and how Vassia poured all the water on top of his naked body.
“Playing smart, ah? You dirty bastard!” Yuri did not resist a few last kicks, before stumbling back into
the car.
The alcohol and the shock also blocked Ivan’s memory of the forty minutes of semi-conscious dragging
on the road, until he reached the hospital. The last thing he remembered was getting into the car with the
Russians, who suggested driving him home. It was just too cold to walk.
***
“Help yourself,” said Yuri, beckoning at the bottle.
Ivan looked around reluctantly and reached for a glass. Yuri smiled and padded him on the shoulder.
“Where have you been? I haven’t seen you for weeks!” He poured some vodka in Ivan’s glass, then went
to the kitchen.
Yuri was right. Ivan had done his best to avoid them in the last couple of weeks, and now there he was,
sitting and drinking with all three in Vassia’s apartment. The bugs in his stomach started crawling, but he
was not going to let it show.
“Where’s the seliodka, Yuri? And bring some caviar, will you?” shouted Vasia toward the kitchen. His
cheeks were still red from the cold and his hair disheveled when he took his hat off.
“Where were you headed, Vanushka,” asked Yuri.
“Home, you know. It’s so damn cold today.”
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Ivan tried to move his toes in the shoes, but felt nothing. He knew that soon they would start unfreezing,
maybe hurt and tickle a little. He wanted to go home and take a hot bath, but not just yet.
“Yeah, yeah, it is. T’s fucking -40° I bet. Goddammit!” said Vassia.
“Hey boys, I drink to this night,” said Vassia, lifting his glass for the toast.
“To our being together tonight,” added Sasha. Ivan emptied the glass. The liquor burned his throat on its
way down, making him shiver. Vassia looked at him and laughed.
“Pretty strong, eh? That’s good. Yuri, gimme the bottle, you bastard.”
He filled the glasses again.
Yuri lived in a shitty apartment, filled with cockroaches and cigarette smoke from past nights, but the
smoke and the warmth made it somewhat cozy. Ivan wanted to go home but was afraid that if he did, the
Russians would sense his nervousness. Just a couple of glasses more and he was going home.
***
“It’s cheaper, ain’t it?” Vassia smiled, happy with the bargain, then reached out his hand. “Deal?”
“Deal,” Ivan grinned back as they shook hands.
Sasha took out the money and put it in Ivan’s hand. Then he grabbed the bag with the bottles and
dragged them to the car. Yuri was sitting in the front seat, fiddling with the radio. His face shone when he
saw Sasha unload the bag into the trunk.
“Be careful, will ya?” He shoved his head out of the window, looking back toward his friend. “If you
break them, I’m gonna break your head, you hear me? I am not kidding you, man.”
“Oh, shut up!” Sasha put in the trunk all the bottles but the last one, which he kept. When he made sure
the bottles were stable enough, he shut the trunk, then turned and trailed the bag to Ivan.
“Here’s the bag. Thanks a bunch. Good night.”
“Yeah, have a good one,” echoed Vassia, then joined the rest in the car. Sasha opened the last bottle,
grinned and lifted it toward Ivan.
“Yeah, cheers,” he murmured, then hurried back home.
***
Easy money, good timing; it could not be better. Now he could pay the rent, pay Vassil back, and go to
Leningrad for the exams the following week. He looked at the bottles; the problem was they wanted ten.
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He had seven. Just seven. Goddammit. Vassil was supposed to bring the remaining vodka, but he never
showed up. Ivan grabbed the phone. Vassil was not at home.
The meeting was at nine which meant he had three hours to either find Vassil or come up with something. For Christ’s sakes! Where was that goddamn bastard?
At half past eight Vassil was still missing. Ivan dragged the bottles to the bathroom and poured the liquor into a bucket. The last three bottles he poured from the tap.

Love and Jazz
Katie Winters

T
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here are two things you remember when you get to be my age, love and jazz. Put together, they are the only
things you need. When I was younger, my grandpa set up a drum set in the corner of our small one room
apartment. He’d say, “Come on over here boy, I’m gonna teach you to play some real music. Feel the music, listen
carefully, and remember the beat.” I’d sit on his lap and hold the drumsticks in my hands while he moved them
along with the beat while pressing his foot down on the bass in a perfect rhythm. My heart would pump with every
vibration. We played that drum set so much that dents were permanently laid in every drum, especially the snare.
I’ll never forget those dents. Even now, I see them on a set and think back to when we used to play and play.
My uncle would come over every Sunday with his saxophone and go along with the songs like it was nothin.
Every note that came out was from the heart. His brown, work worn fingers pushed the keys on the polished brass
with the utmost grace and ease. You could see in his eyes the feeling of jazz. Every key on the sax was a slightly
darker color than the rest of the brass. His fingerprints were well worn into those keys. I’d sit and stare at their faces
while they played. You can’t beat a face like theirs. Their lips would curl up into a small smile and their eyes were
hard with concentration. You could see the rhythm comin out of their souls. Every note drifted through the room
and eased its way up to the posters of Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Billy Holiday, and Louis Armstrong. I could feel
jazz just walkin into the room. Everyone around me was aged with jazz. Those were the days.
When I was 18, I went down to the bar and lounge on 3rd and Reilmore, a place called the Martini Lounge. Jazz
was played from sun up till sun down in St. Louis. I’d grab my buddies and we’d buy a rum or two and sit in the
back of the bar wishin’ we could form a band like the ones that played every night. Eventually we did. Cozy played
guitar and sang for the group, Dennis played bass, Baby played the sax, Richie on the trombone, Beegie on piano,
Petey playin the trumpet, and me on the drums. We called ourselves Jazz Street and the Red Lights. We started
playin in bars all over town and lived off the gig money. We didn’t need anything more than that. I can still smell
the cigarette smoke as it swirled past my drumsticks. It seemed to sway in rhythm with the music. I remember the
sweet scent of liquor, as we’d all say cheers before and after every set. It was all part of growin up where jazz was
the only true music, the heart and soul of all of us.
Throughout my twenties we were still a band. After my grandpa passed away, we all bought a small house together and played music on the front porch. I’d play a beat on the railing and they’d all bring out their instruments.
The whole street always migrated our way every time we started to play and the adults would savor the beats while
sittin’ on the porch swing and on their fold out chairs while the kids danced in the front yard. We all loved the music
just the same.
The only problem we had was with getting the ladies. Oh, you wouldn’t believe these girls. They’d come into the
clubs dressed their best, their red lips sippin swanky drinks, lookin us right in the eye. Those jazz girls, I’ll tell you
what. You almost could forget what you were doin’ on stage when one of em looked your way. One girl though,
there was one girl. I couldn’t think straight when she walked into the room. I’d seen her around the Martini Lounge
and around town for a couple years. I got the nerve to go and talk to her one night and she shot me down. In fact,
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she did that every time I tried to talk to her. You bet I was persistent though. She gave in one night and let me take
her out for a drink. This girl was beautiful. I’d never seen anything like her. She always had on classy dresses with
just the right amount of sexy, not overplayed. Her dark brown hair fell down her face over her red-coated lips. That
red lipstick killed me every time. Her brown skin blended perfectly with mine. I’d play the simple drumbeat on her
legs at night with my hands. With all the jazz beats out there, she liked the classic simple one the best. We’d sit in
silence and feel the beat. That is love and jazz.
I loved her almost more than I loved jazz. My girl nearly had it beat. I married her on a perfect spring day, married
for 40 years. The recollection of it all makes my soul beat in a perfect rhythm. I remember every jazz song I’ve ever
heard. My mind replays the good ole days when all there was was jazz and love. Like I said, when you get to be my
age, it’s the two things you are guaranteed to remember.
You’ve gotta have jazz and you’ve gotta have love. I got both. Jazz. Aw, jazz is the heart, jazz is the soul, and jazz,
above all is love, where you meet love, and where you feel love.

Coffee
Anush Babajanyan
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H

e doesn’t know the difference between sunrise and sunset. But he walks around naked in his room with red
walls. He’s Czech and lives in a small town in Hungary. He moved to this town and the one-room apartment
two years ago, right after he turned 18. He has blue eyes and curly hair. He has a black cat named Coffee; the cat
smells like coffee.
They met two years ago in Victoria’s Secret. She never asked him what he was doing there. But she did ask him to
come up to the dressing room and then to come in.
She was three years older than him. He was the only person she had ever met whose name was Iris.
- Life is a competition. Happiness is the victory, he once said.
What? He is beautiful, why does he think, she thought. It makes him look completely absurd. But that happened
a whole year ago. Iris hadn’t said much since then. And good for him, she thought. She considered that a person
should stay within the boundaries of his nakedness, black cat, blue eyes, and red walls.
That’s what makes him a character, she thought.
- That’s what makes you a character. Black Coffee without sugar, please.
- I know a person who has so many things and ways on her mind and is such a good actress that she has completely
lost herself, and all that is apart from the fact that she had never found herself in the first place.
- How can you say so after I spent one whole hour creating my new personality?
- Maybe this is all because you’re from Prague…Maam, do you have white chocolate?
- But you’re from Prague too.
They were together for two years. Coffee became 23. The apartment looked much more comfortable. She bought a
black sofa that looked like his cat. He bought white silk bed sheets that sounded like her hair.
She was lying in the bed, slightly covered. He was sitting in the black armchair. She was smoking a cigarette and
blowing the smoke on Coffee.
- We have a minute left…
- Coffee is dying…
- Take a picture…
He took a photo of her. She drank Coffee and left.

The following two pieces were originally written for the Hypertext fiction workshop. We
thank the authors for allowing these pieces to exist within the linear “constraint” of the page.
Look for these stories in their original, electronic form (along with the rest of this issue) on the
upcoming Flyinthehead website--The Editors.
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Apartment
Besa Luci
(a hypertext)

Outlook

In the early mornings, the whiteness would absorb its fragility, rejecting attention to the point that even inventing its individual insides was not a possibility.
The tall building, people passing by would say as if that was the only thing they were allowed to.
In the late nights, its metallic grayness would excel. The fake yellow from the windows would seize any passer
and force them at least to steal a glance of the inside.

inside

It wasn’t all that uncommon.

Kaileb

Brisida

The red net ripped and Brisida’s lemons traveled
through the floor. All but one elapsed A4, the
wrinkled one.
It was January 4, the 4th Monday, 4 o’clock; but
deciding not to overrate the occurrence, she headed
towards A4, where the lemon was resting on the
dusty rug in front of his door.

A4

Time after time, he absorbed deeper and
misplaced his favorite notebook.
Scattered papers throughout the living
room floor.
Lurking, Kaileb mulled over the possibilities within his naked apartment. He
visualized a drawer for her.
The washing machine resonated
through the walls.
The last cycle, his comfort.
Hers as well for she was standing outside his door.
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drawer

drawer

I imagined a drawer for you the other
day. The very thought that you will
never know this, alarmed me. There’s
nothing else I can do. I can write for
you, for my muse, even though it
remains only a testimony for me.
I will continue to change places. I
have been here for two months and in
one, time to leave will come.

B&D conv

It happened again, Brisida said.
I am undersized in relation to anything that brings
me closer to him. Only my imagination is able to
penetrate through and catch a glimpse of his environment.

Dampsi

list

Fey

Her single syllable name personified her.
Fey.

You should construct a plan. Think of it as a rectangle constructed of tinier squares. Each square holds
one variable. But, when you look at the squares as
consecutives, they offer one information. And when
you look at the entire rectangle, the many different
information belong within the rectangle. The key,
to find that one variable within him.
B: I hate his power, his ability to stand still and be
the director of my actions.
closer
D: It’s funny what fear fabricates.
B: He is my clock. I drift at his spoken word but it is
his written one that could anguish me.

Proportional arrangements of a proportional mind.
A list of things to say attached on the
door of B8.
Inside, his world was an assembly
of his conquests. Each pencil, each
thought, each filling; content.
Crosswords.

No one could resist her dark features.
Whether in her grouchy or vigorous days,
her body alignment signaled her embracive attitude. A bit thorny on the edges,
but a believer in rational.
She never blended and nothing was imperceptible for her.
Whoever met her believed that her nature
was a result of her childhood-quiet neighborhood, a duplicate of itself and on its
own. More importantly, a life of cultural
touring.
For her that was a simplification.
So, she opened only to Libasse.

D: He IS a writer.
Libasse
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F&L conv

Libasse

Una

aware

Una

C2 and he couldn’t care less. A white
all-tilled bathroom with no window but it
wasn’t air he needed. In fact, there wasn’t
much he needed for he was used to the
predictability around him, or at least for
him everything and everyone was so.
From his first day, he confidently began
defining.
The insecure fixated girl on A4 had
secured the front cover of his personal
album immediately after the pretensions
writer had moved in.
He himself, a 25-er benefited for they all
wanted a piece of the young voice from
the block. Even though not that much of
a difference, he enjoyed the prestige.
But, there was Fey, who at times managed
to transform him into conformity. She
wasn’t aware.

“Real chances exist.” Fay insisted on
convincing Libasse, while actually trying
to convince herself. Both fully aware of
the game.
But, Brisida’s obsession had turned into
a building obsession. One that no one
knew where it originated from, where it
would lead, but nonetheless continued it
though despising it. Despising that it had
become contagious.
And, much more was becoming contagious.
The woman in D2, Una, had started her
own show and it too was slowly spreading its germs to the rest.

Libasse refused to admit Una’s presence. Ignoring her in the dark hallways, as if
the lack of enough light would achieve to somewhat justify his action. It did for
him, but she recognized his jealousy long ago when he ‘accidentally’ broke her
glass vases after she had asked his help in moving her furniture around. She was
twice his age after all, using it as a prerequisite for respectable social conduct.
Sloppiness, her second justification for him. But again she knew that with old age
she had become more lenient and that 20 years ago a figure like her would have
used all her links to chastise him.
An accomplished artiste with a past of a mask.
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U&F conv

mask

His obnoxious mocking irritates me. A
deliberate facade for alienating his feelings. He plans his manners around your
fears, for you yourself have allowed only
him to enter in you. You’re constrained
only to that one particular feeling. If you
think of another, you’ll fail to define it
and then realize your unexpressed and
denied yearning.

F.revelation

Sometimes, Una had the power to compose Fey’s feelings.
feelings

U.revelation

Una chose to believe that when the feeling
comes, it’s because of a set of circumstances. She had trained herself to survive any
confrontation.
She had loved twice.
She had failed twice.
She had endured twice.
She excused twice.
They both merged into one emotion.
Aversion.

emotion

On Lee’s 11th birthday, Fey, having
passed her sweet sixteen, was chosen as
the designated cousin. A guardian.
She arranged the music, set the paper
plates and cups, and organized the
games.
Lee had always been her favorite cousin.
Time for the cake was time for a photo.
The framing:
Lee blew the candles.
Fey held the cake.
Libasse stared at Fey.
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Mona

The shoe guy

Ideal in all the features that people fail to demonstrate any sort of compassionate understanding.
He was sympathized and he was antagonized.
Entering the third go-around of his life, he was
overall a content person.
Guaranteed job in any kind of bureaucracy, a selfachiever.
A sister visiting once a week while he never forgot to partake in family reunions.
Though socially he was the shadow and weak
replicate of the next guy, the immatureness in appearance enhanced his charisma.
But, he would always be known as the shoe guy.

known

justified

R2 for the red haired single mother
with a red haired baby boy.
As long as the vibrating chair worked,
he would stop the piercing plea for
attention and care.
Lilies on the kitchen table, lilies on
dinning room table, lilies on the living
room table.
Lilies by her bed.
Too much lilies, she always thought.
They smelled of his touch, and oddly
justified her hiding that baby boy
was his.
As for everybody else, she detached
herself. She had been there long
enough to witness comers and goers
so could not feel anything besides
apathy.

M.revelation

Her guilt storage enlarged with each new spoken word, with
each new tooth, with each new look, with each new step.
She witnessed every each.
But every each of his, reminded her of another set of each.
Of her each deception, her each story making justification,
and her each excuse. Not allowing any assistance from his
side.
He was fading away, not aware that a part of him was left
with her.
That part of him would one day become an adult.

adult
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D.revelation

revealed

A day before the one month was to be over, Dampsi had
deciphered the one missing word of the crossroad.
Redeemer.
He decided that if there were to be someone to benefit from
the role he decided to embark on, it would be Brisida.
After an hour of convincement towards the tenant, he managed to get hold of the keys to the mailboxes. He took Brisida’s mail and cautiously placed them in Kaileb’s mailbox.
An unintended and honest ‘mistake.’
For the first time, his action would have direct consequences
on others, but still, he enjoyed that his role would not be
revealed.

K.revelation

Half-lying on his bed, he stared at his big toe surfacing from
the hole in his sock. His favorite socks were torn and he felt
just the same inside. Her soapy clean smell glued to his flesh
the day they crashed into each other at the apartment entrance.
Since then the image of her face fixed on his mind. How she
covered her pale face with her hair and abruptly rushed up the
stairs.
Kaileb went to gather the mail for the last time and saw her
name as the recipient.
Brisida.
He headed towards D3.

Basement

Brisida’s memory
A purple bike with two additional
wheels on the sides
Kaileb’s collection
Albums filled with the pictures of the
day before she passed away
Dampsi’s luck
Tightly wrapped boxes with books of
text
Fey’s least favorite
A plastic Christmas tree packed
into carton boxes and filled with old
ripped newspapers
Una’s revenge
A list of affairs
Libasse’s assurance
Lee’s birthday candles
Mona’s deceit
The blood test
The shoe guy
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Vanya
Anush Babajanyan
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Old Woman
Anush Babajanyan
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Jana Vuchkova
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Ana Maria Mihail
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The Park
Pavel Mitov
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Coffee
Anush Babajanyan
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Marko Milosevic
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Prayer
Pavel Mitov

Peeling, Or the Art of
Ashley Hooper
(a hypertext excerpt)
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Constructivism
this is the logistics of history.
of scientifics.
this is a process:
buried disintegration
glossy recreation
green appropriation
hit a nail into the wall and hang it exhibition.

Assemblage
his hands are gloved.
white gloves.
gloves gone shadowed at the
tips where his fingers
brush dust from the
edge of the fresco.
they call these types restoration artists.

Another Painting
she is an orderly.
there is no order to this place.
there is no order to this life.
there is no order to these lies.

Picture in a Frame
ritualistic behavior requires no
logical steps, no sentimental sex.
it takes the sea to break the habits.
to break the waves. he sends a
smile from sarajevo. watch the
way the glass cracks.

Alchemy
“ions.”
a pause.
“can you tell me what it takes to give
a color a
negative or positive charge?” he asks.
his fingers graze the abstract shape at the
lower base of the page. if he could he’d
name this color raisin.
stale and steady tonight, even the air’s aligned.
“can you remind me sometime
what it takes to feel touched again?” the piece replies.
(they call these types personified.)
by the way, work here tends to come alive.
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Scrolled
a list found taped to the wall:

The Curator Speaks V

practical uses for poems-

this next exhibit was found in a hole in a wall
somewhere in serbia. they say its called, ‘carvings.’
strange how you can still see where her nails clung there today.

cigarette paper
line the birdcage
practice your cursive
attract a lover
coffee filters
tissues
blot your lipstick

Symbolism
her hours here are numbered
she tells them she leaves tomorrow
they sit in circles some cross-legged
circle means gyre
here to be always bent.
they build puzzles she tries to
piece a piece of herself she tries to
say she doesn’t belong here.
she is a teacher
she is a whisper.
there is no rocking in institution
only sit.
only still.
always that word
without the comfort of the parallel (ll)
and she is out of shape love.

Excavation
after two thousand years, (or two)
paintings begin to chip, unfold:
then slowly each layer uncovers the others.
sometimes layers break, fall into colorful specks, into mounds.
they call this peeling, or the art of.

Carvings
i am writing this love
to tell you i lost a leg
while you were gone
i was making moccasins
with the children and
then took a walk
i remembered today
you were not a crutch
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Autistic Art
notice there are four corners to a frame.
freeze.
this boy’s day is comprised of four events.
each day she designs the palate the same way.
feeding time, (contrived, the same four steps each night):
1) she sets the plate in front of his face. he eats nothing but the apple, even the core.
2) to sit and stare is always an option. she watches him there.
3) again he sees the bird. she counts the number of times he reaches for a feather. rubs the eyelashes of
4) how often can one flap his arms? until they snap, until she snaps.

his eyes.

shot.

Collage
this is a fabrication. quilted. of faces. squared. of the face. duplicated on a.
spreadsheet. in pieces. sewn together. with ink. eccentricities.
gertrude enjoyed the art of repeating. the children enjoy the art of repeating.
she is here. she is here. she is here.
brandon sees birds on occasion in the corner of the room. this is paperwork.
filework. this is filed in the mind like the bitter mouth of the plastic paper
separation bin stacked on the office side. here cerebellum, have a taste of this
memory today. suck it in and wait for it to be clamped in the mind folder labeled
with the name she never wants to remember. these walls are mundane. the bins
have bars on their sides. to aerate the sickness from patient documentation.
to aerate the plainness from recycled waste. pound was exiled in 1945.
all he saw was bars. these walls are bars. to write means recognition.
all she sees is him.
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Charcoal
a shame no one smokes anymore she thinks and for fifteen minutes, breaks. she lights one, takes out her notebook and ink and thinks. the smoke rises from the tip of her index finger. an illusion. she always held on too
close to the flame. yes. she thinks. marks the top of the paper, ‘things to do with ashes.’
decorate the chimney.
decorate a cake.
place in an urn and celebrate the existence of keats.
place in an urn and pretend to celebrate her love’s escape.
she stops. thinks. scratches out each one haphazardly.
‘things to do with ashes II’
break the end of a cigarette.
dump its remains in a mortar and pestle.
grind finely.
add water and a dash of spice.
apply like a paste to the face.
let harden and hide awhile.
this is called the art of the mask.
slowly peel off in strips. smile.
pretend this is what it feels to be reincarnated.

Retreat
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it is may and he is in sarajevo
she climbs this mountain to
break from the silent ‘j’ of that
town. to break from the
ache of the cabin.

Cubist
a frame itself has four
sides essentially you
can call it a base to
hold in the bleeding

there is something peaceful about this hike.
there is a person screaming from
the bottom of the hill
they are shouting about
buttons
how its come undone.

Literalist
there once was a girl who
painted lists.

The Curator Speaks IV
violent yes,
and

violet -

her face.

watch the way it fades when the taxi appears in the picture’s foreground.
yellow and violet are secondary colors in terms of the wheel. this means not primary.
watch the rim shake as it goes round.
they call this dominance, when one object or hue permeates another. permanents the other.
there is nothing permanent about this.
they say this is her first fauvism piece.
an early 20th century french movement honored by distortion and bleeding.
captured the so called ‘wild beasts’ of colored society.
notice though the figure subdued
as he gets in the golden corner and
drives away.
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Still Life
the apples
in the basket
on the table
every day
the vase
in the corner
broken
pieces
placed on the
armoire in the
ashtray
art deco
contrived
between
candlesticks
and two
candles
made of
beeswax.
stale lilac
and curtains
miss
the man
who used
to make
them move.

Watercolor
the day is palpable and
unpeels itself like the rind. the
children here have so much
trouble with this pulling. they
squeeze too hard, the pulp in
juicy streams down the sides of
their hand, scars of their wrists.
seeds fall to the linoleum.
the sun rises like an orange.
like a branding.
like an agent.
already at aim.

Textile
it was this summer her words were uncovered.
gloves are too delicate to handle this piece.
this is layers of acrylic flesh scrubbed to the
red with scalding and steam.
this is synthetic exfoliation.
this is the rubbing of sand and
paint against canvas grain.
this is the art of peeling.
of remembering.
of pretending, to be restored.
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The Artist’s Speech
the study of words is this, their point of origin.
all creations have this beginning. love has this beginning as well.
for her this beginning came in pairs, as in di, or as in dye, or die, as in
two.
two years and two months ago. two weeks was all it took. as in
deux or dos. as in a couple, from the latin word copula, as in man and
woman, as in duo, the latin word for bond. she dyed her hair blonde
and his
fish died all on the same day. like the clasp of a long worn bracelet
which
suddenly breaks, change is a print starting as two yellow specks on a
platform with no frame. the etymology of yellow means to begin half
lit. it’s easy to forget warnings, the flammability of paint. see the smokey
chars which remain? see the way paint peels from the construct of the
wooden canvas? she likes to call this the art of the ‘hanging on,’ each
particle
left crusty and curling from the inside out. see those marks? that’s
where she
placed my fingernails and dug in. some ask, ‘where does the art and
the
artist blend?’ burnt is how she began. burnt is how she’ll remain.

The Curator Speaks II
biography of the artist:
“she belongs here though only by
default, born and raised on words she
found herself choking on them
more often than not.”

Surrealism
She calls this clouded
because she can’t taste just
enough of him to wonder
she calls this need
because of the way the
double ‘ee’ vowel is
sandwiched between two consonants
constant

The Curator Speaks
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On exhibit:
“this print is what we call an occupation.
i.e.: used to occupy.
time
here has no relevance-notice the way the setting
starts:
stuffed artichoke hearts in
sun specked murals with
olive green stars on
squares of white washed
walls florescent light
bulbs flicker off women in
scrubs silent fake smiles and
tiled floors playing cards on
tables a place for crafts worn
polyester couches and rocking
chairs doors deadbolted and
always locked hold up four
walls form the facility western
psychiatric watch the way the
scene creeps through the window
and falls from the pane from the
page watch the way the little girl
in the corner the art is in the way
she follows you the art is in her stare”

The Realist Movement
she spends her hours now washing
scrubs and the cheeks of sick children,
stuck within this hospital,
stuck within may.
the woman in the red dress on his wall is
stuck inside the vetriano painting. he calls it
classy, the word rolls from his tongue like
icing and silver.
they search for european shoes, the kind with a
point. there must be a point to everything he
always explain again, again in her head, he’s
there again as she puts laundry in the washer:
watch it spin.
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Altered State
Besa Luci

I

t is the night of the performance and a matter of letting yourself go. Liking the mood doesn’t solve the dilemma,
for you have to traverse into the thin and sheer air. Zero percent of failure exists if you manage to peacefully pull
yourself out of the wrapping and merge from its delicate fort.
As each time before, those were his first words before entering. He gently pushed the door with his hands.
His hands; she always felt the surface of the deepest might of his touch and she inhaled. She inhaled until she felt
both of his hands tightly slide through the sides of her body and she knew that she would succeed.
What if flowers had only one leaf and inside that leaf there were infinite lines that led you to the deepest
center where everything you have thought was gathered and each thought of yours was stuck to one another and
each new entering thought would push them closer together until they start blending into each other with a fast pace.
You are that flower.
He dived into the movement of her lips, feeling her each word soothe his flesh. And as he pulled her towards him, he felt her words tie his voice strings into a hush where all his unspoken words floated. He touched her
lips.
What if for the first time you kiss, you smell the breath of each day of your life and you hear the composition
of each day of your life and you touch the light of each day of your life and it all remains in the first time you kissed.
You are my first kiss.
With each of his spoken words, she wanted to possess the strength to absorb his whole being and feel secure
that his presence would always be hers, and that his gaze would always find its way towards her, and that his smile
would always appear for her, and that his whole being would linger in the bliss that she had found him.
As they allowed each other to become their own self, they ended up becoming the other and as such finding
in each other the delicacy of their own being. With every inch that their bodies came closer together, they felt the
control expanding and taking over their brain and didn’t become victims of each others awareness, but victims of
their desire to be able to grab and possess for eternity the feeling of worship, security, admiration and trust. It was
their moment.
I hear the music tingling inside my brain. I get goose bumps from my forehead stretching towards the back of my
head. It slips down my silky hair and spins it way through my ears as a tornado twist. Inside it relaxes. I fill my
lungs with a new fresh breath. It slides downwards my body and bubbles inside my stomach. My stomach expands
and shrinks. I’m in.

Untitled
Mariya Mitova
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D

on’t breathe with your chest, breathe with your abdomen. It was certainly past 2 am already. Really,
it was about time to finally fall asleep. Jordache flipped aside the two blankets she had cocooned
herself into and walked to the computer. She pushed the power button with her big toe and went back
hopeful. The white-blue radiation that splashed against the wooden wall withered away with a tormented
mechanical groan. There, it was dark and quiet. Sleep would surely come now. It should be easy… just
don’t forget – abdomen, not chest.
There were four people waiting in front of the doctor’s office already. Jordache thought she would beat
everybody by rushing in at nine. But it was Monday. They had all amassed their little aches and itches
over the weekend and today they sprouted here first thing in the morning like fungi after rain.
Jordache still went to the iron door and squinted at the sign. Examinations 8:00 – 13:00. She stood in front
of the door for a minute as if she was seeing it for the first time. The four people waiting in front of the office all turned to give her a fierce and cautioning glare. She knew they would do that.
Right across the office stood a row of benches with their backs turned to the iron door. Jordache leaned
against the back of a bench and stared right in the middle of the cabinet door, her hands folded in front of
her chest. The four still gazed at her. They felt exactly the way she expected. Envious because this girl took
the most strategic position in the little eight-square-meter rectangle in front of the cabinet. She would be
the first thing the stocky doctor would see next time she opened the door. All four slid closer to the door
by a couple of centimeters – the dull blond girl with the big pointy boots, the inconspicuous middle-aged
man with the appalling crew cut, the prude mother with her small prude daughter.
Everybody fidgeted with what they had available. The blonde knocked her high-heeled boots and clicked
the buttons of her cell phone with her long fingernails. The middle-aged man ran his fingers through his
thick trim hair and stamped his leg with a rapt zeal. The young mother acted her daughter’s buddy and,
squatting in her stiff business suit, talked to the girl in a loud, high-pitched baby voice.
Jordache stood transfixed.
The pellet.
It hurt.
All these petty people, they didn’t know she had a small lump in her left armpit and it stung like hot lead
buckshot.
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- Hello, Jordache – the doctor’s freckled face wrinkled in a smile. – So…
- Well, you know I came a couple of weeks ago because of this pain in the chest… Now it’s a pellet. Here,
under my armpit, and it hurts me too.
- So now it’s a pellet ha?
- Yes, right here – Jordache started groping about her thick, woolen fleece – You can feel it too… here it is,
you wanna feel it…
- Now…I’m going to call Dr. Neumann. She’s an expert, and I want her to take a look at it.
Jordache sat on the stiff white couch and smiled at the nurse.
- Sarah? It’s Dr Mazlish. I have one patient here that I want you to see. She has hereditary susceptibility to
malignant formations…yeah, ok, she is coming then.
Hereditary susceptibility to malignant formations. Of course, Jordache knew this very well, that was why
she came. Still, these words darted through the sunlit cabinet and punched her in the stomach. Dr. Gloock
was talking to her nodding her big curly head. The fourth floor. Dr. Neumann. Thank you. Bye. Bye.
Jordache pushed the heavy iron door open. The next patient in line jumped up and slipped inside behind
her back. Jordache clutched her handbag and hurried down the dark crowded hall.
She went through the two glass doors into the yellow staircase. She held on to the greasy wooden banister
and propelled herself up to the fourth floor. Dark silhouettes zipped past her as Jordache scurried to the
cabinet at the end of the dim hall.
Jordache was about to burst straight into the cabinet when she spotted them and froze clenching her teeth.
The fat swollen women with their bony husbands. There were two couples – the women sprawled on the
bench on the right side of the door, and the husbands crouched before their wives’ daunting fatness.
Obtrusive pregnant women with their mosquitoish husbands. Jordache twitched at the sight of these
obese bodies, the overflowing breasts, the bursting bellies, the spread, meaty hips.
She turned away and looked out the window. She wanted to go in the cabinet now, but she knew she
couldn’t not let the pregnant women go first. They’re pregnant.
We’re all pregnant, we all have huge bellies.
The husbands shifted the weight of their bodies from one foot to the other. Our wives are pregnant, don’t
you see, girl? Did you catch some nasty disease? What are you doing standing here with that pretentious
scarf and that slim body?
Jordache stooped and walked over to the picture that hung next to the cabinet door. It was called “Our
Babies’ Faces” and was a collection of ten ultrasound images of fetuses. They were ugly, crumpled and
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warped. Irregular formations that were heads, hands and feet.
The pregnant women rolled in and out of the cabinet. Jordache stood motionless, her eyes fixed on the
mosaic floor. She felt as if the pellet in her armpit lifted her arm a quarter of a meter away from her body.
Her turn was close, so close.
And then she saw something terrifying. In the light coming from the distant window at the end of the hall
hovered a couple of large bodies. More pregnant women, this time with mothers helpfully holding their
daughters’ hands.
They dropped anchors in front of the cabinet.
“No! Should I let them go in before me?”
Jordache started crying. She couldn’t stand the nerve that these women had – coming here with their husbands and mothers. No one knew she was here, no one came with her. Jordache sighed a long loud sigh.
One of the pregnant women turned to look at her, and sighed a long loud sigh herself.
The door would open any moment.
“I must go in. I can’t let them go. Neumann must feel my pellet. She must tell me it’s nothing to worry
about. I must get out of here and go back to normal.”
Now! Jordache saw the door open and stepped inside.
The room was white and warm as a cup of milk.
Outside, Jordache stopped before the concrete stairs and lit a cigarette. She stuffed her scarf and her woolen fleece in her bag and ran down. People crept up the stairs to the hospital and the sun swayed above
them.
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O

Misplace
Michael Cohen

n the day one does such things we made for the cemetery to pay a visit to X’s grave. There were the standard delays: My wife changed her clothes countless times—abandoning her customary pastels for a subdued gray. The
children gathered and polished. The grandma could only find one of her best shoes, so beds were lifted, dark corners
of closets illuminated with candles, drawers excavated, and all the while she mumbled, “Perhaps I was only able to
afford one—I can’t remember—they were very fine shoes, Italian leather. I doubt I ever had the money for two.”
And I spent an eternity with insensate fingers scrabbling over my tie, looping and undoing, vainly trying to remember the last time I’d executed the Windsor knot or the ______ (?) and what might have transpired since then that
contributed to my loss of this routine. As it often did, my mind abandoned the task at hand and went on its way. I
speculated about why a “tie” should be called a “tie” when it’s not tied and attempted to muster similar examples of
things that are both themselves and the verb that fashions them into themselves. My digits foundered on as my mind
dredged up “walker” (as in: the apparatus used by semi-cripples to perambulate).
A blissful squeal jerked me from my cogitations. One of the children had discovered the mislaid shoe (to everyone’s
amazement as the Grandma’s “single shoe theory” had taken on the compelling nature of a logic proof ), my tie was
at last tied and the children—for whom tardiness and sloth seem inescapable proofs of their existence—were repolished and gathered. We were off.
But the endemic cloud of forgetfulness had again descended upon our family; at the cemetery I realized (silently and
with a touch of perverse delight) that I hadn’t the foggiest notion where X’s grave lay. My wife, perhaps sensing my
perplexity, squeezed my arm in that particular way of hers that expresses a thousand things. Among the multitude:
love; concern for herself and the children; fear of death; a sense of loss in the fact that my whole upper body, starting
with my forearm, was no longer that of a young man’s but now something soft and putty-like—an amorphous blob,
steadily inclining toward the grave (yes, her squeeze said “what-about-that-diet, dear, and the health club membership you insisted on buying though you hardly ever…”); fear of fear; some childhood fear of graveyards (perhaps
memories of some six-pack-date and a boy she’d neglected to mention) and of course a myriad of other things I
couldn’t, could never, read because she is a woman and I am a man and between us exists a maw, growing wider
with the years, even as we attempt to span it with meager conduit building words such as “How was work?” or, in
a moment of inspired sensitivity, “Are you okay?”
She squeezed my arm again. “What a lovely spot on the hill. Isn’t X buried there?”
It was a pleasant thought. The sun grazed the hilltop (it was late in the day, much later then we’d intended to arrive)
even as our lowland spot—where we remained paralyzed—fell into shadow. I think we all would have enjoyed a
climb up there. How nice to scale that gentle slope as a family: my wife and I, arms interlocked, the children skipping ahead just a bit, the grandma taking her time, watching her step so she doesn’t fall, doesn’t break any of those
tiny, brittle bones. No doubt this hilltop spot offered a splendid view of the city, perhaps even our cramped house
would be visible, and what a wonderful treat for the children to gain a lesson on perspective (in the optical sense) and
to see where they lived in relationship to where they are now and all the points of interest in between. The quality
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of the stones must be superior, too, perhaps they were real marble and there were larger monuments, all of it so appealing to the eye. They were probably quite old and I would offer a quarter to the child who found the oldest, and
they would begin to develop an interest and amazement in the history of this place, even if they’d had to be coerced
and bribed into it.
But of course X wasn’t buried there. X wouldn’t have wanted a showy spot and we’d never have been able to afford
such a spot for X, anyway (which I thought might be another thing transmitted in my wife’s gentle squeeze as in,
“Why couldn’t you have spent a little more and purchased X a spot there, etc.” and I wanted to reply in kind, perhaps
with a not-so-gentle squeeze but, of course, I still couldn’t really be certain of anything with those squeezes).
I took stock: the symmetrical stones, the drooping flowers, the plastic photos affixed to some of the markers, the thinning spots in the lawn. And X? Instead, the thousand details of this place swept my head, a tidal flow, winding up in
the echoing sentence: “So This Is Death.” Over and over, sometimes stressing the first word, sometimes emphasizing
the last, trying it out as a question, ending in ellipses, but never moving toward anything conclusive. There exist men
who have profound thoughts in graveyards, poets and philosophers. Perhaps if I were alone? If I did not have the
burden of family, of endless leadership.
The children played somber as they paced from stone to stone. But I knew the potential cunning in their limbs. They
were crafty and sensitive creatures. They possessed a certain awe of silence but I was positive some inner revolutionary prodded them toward a feral act (the effacement of a grave with a well-concealed marker, a game of hide
and seek, a bogus emission of flatulence). Had there been only one child I’m certain something nasty would have
come to pass in this aimless lull but, providentially, there were two: boy and girl, brother and sister, hands locked
together in a rare moment of truce. They kept each other suspended like a high-tension bridge spanning the abyss
of waywardness.
The grandmother worried me hardly at all. We forget the old even in their presence, of course, but it wasn’t that—
she obligingly kept to the rear of our procession. Maybe she knew some of the graves, old friends or lovers. Or she
studied with the eyes of a prospective buyer, surveying the pros and cons of a particular piece of real estate before
an imminent and necessitated move. I knew death was not long off for her. I knew, or thought, she must know this,
too. But, as I must be to my own children, she was largely a mystery to me. Somewhere her husband lay to rest here
(though we’d lost “Papa’s” grave decades ago) and maybe this was the sole purpose for her study of stones, as I, too,
should be studying instead of allowing my mind to wander off again.
Out of the blue, I was seized by the certain knowledge that my wife clutched me solely for fear of my death. Yes,
sometimes I can cut right to the unambiguous heart of her language of squeezes and sighs and I suppose that’s love
or the habits of twelve years. She was afraid of my going to earth. I felt tender toward my spouse even as the edges
of that tenderness corroded somewhat with the smug satisfaction that I would probably die first (high blood pressure, a history of cancer in my family, etc.) and be buried somewhere here and that she—with our family’s special
gift for forgetfulness—would visit once, twice maybe, but would then certainly misplace the mental map to my final
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resting place.
The sun yawned downward. No other visitors lingered among the stones. What would I say to them, my family,
knowing today we would not visit X’s grave? We’d failed again, would always fail to find it.
I concentrated. I sketched a kind of materialist sermon on the nature of death, reincarnation of matter, the 2nd law (or
was it the 3rd?) of thermodynamics and so on. About how the dead do not exist in a localized spot, in the boundaries
of the graves we appoint for them but extend outwards, beyond borders. I wanted to say, “X might be existent in
this tree or in a small bush by the road.”
But whom would I be speaking for? The Grandma rarely listened and my wife wouldn’t understand. The children?
Perhaps it was simply the same lesson I always taught them, a lesson I’d been imparting since the moment of their
birth, the lesson of disappointment: “Life disappoints.” Of course the children had already grasped the lesson utterly. Their sweaty little hands assumed the same tranquil positions each time they heard it. Every time they absorbed
the Tutorial of Dissatisfaction stoically, never betraying an iota of emotion on their flabby little faces. Their apparent
understanding today, as they settled quietly at their mother’s side, and without my usual summation of our failures,
hoisted my spirits a little.
Though I actually felt a little bad for X, what I remembered of him, and cleared my throat. The silence of the place
was almost enough, the drawn out shadows pushing us out, back to the lot, to our car, to home, almost enough, but
I felt, still, something needed to be said, a thing to sum it all up.
As I waited for words the boy made his “gotta pee” sign and my wife released my arm to lead him behind a tree. An
audible, delicate tinkling and I wondered if, behind the mighty oak, he peed on a headstone. I caught the girl’s stare
and noticed something of her grandmother and her mother in it. A thing I’d never seen before in her, a thing that,
like her older counterparts, remained furtive and beyond my conception.
As the sun skidded from the horizon I understood the moment for speeches, for words, had passed. I burrowed my
pocket for keys. I watched my wife lead the boy from behind the tree, watched him hoist up his pants, watched the
girl pull a face at the boy, watched the grandmother tug at the loose skin on her neck as she does. Next year we’d
return. We would all be a little older. Soon, we would bury the grandmother and forget her grave and the children
would be that much closer to grown and gone and forgetting to call and someday burying me, then my wife, and
someday we will all be forgotten. As I scanned the lot for our car, my keys assuredly gripped in my hand, I thought
all this and I thought, this forgetting, this merciful amnesia, does not bother me at all. No, not in the least.

The One
Lejla Sadiku
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our hands were cold. As she touched them, she shivered. You wore an expressionless face, as white as the snow.
Your eyes had lost the color of the sky, and now looked like a dead sea. As you stepped on the snow, it released
a sound of death. It’s own death. She could tell you did not hear it; it bothered her.
You reminded her of herself. Exposed. She ended depressed, lost and beaten. Hiking on a dead-end road.
The smell of winter, of burning coal, filled her lungs. She coughed. And silence broke just like glass; pieces scattered
in the heavy air. Afraid to see what was in your eyes when you looked at her; she stared at the snow. You put your
hand in her pocket and took her hand; she felt the coldness of your skin freeze her edge of reason.
“I didn’t deserve this,” you mumbled.
You. Oceans in your eyes. Lines instead of a body. Moon instead of a face. Volcano for your heart. Snowflakes rested
on the blackness of your hair and the grayness of your coat. Fragile: like silence, like glass.
She leaned over and kissed your lips.
“I can’t…”- you whispered.
She said nothing, but moved away. Enjoyed another moment with you, as she knew it would be the last one.

Commercial Minded
Jason Zachary Smith
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A

ccording to the Wall Street Journal I need Breathe-Right strips to stop the poisonous air in my house from
killing me. If these game shows and Christmas lights don’t save me then maybe a new credit card movie
collection lime light life will shine on my swing set sipping booze. Hey, it’s hard to see clearly with heavy Hughes
of fattened eye shadow honoring late night calls for juicy oval faces 16 dollar watches that pull hair from heads and
slap them under the window shades. Like acid reflux the rejection plop plop fizz fizz bubbles up like a saxophone
screeching biblical jam band gambling all on your TV.
Belt buckle handshakes, pushing human nature, devouring tongues and fast-talking magician prize fixing angles
wave a hypnotizism. My new stair master waffle iron knife set cleans and freshens with the ease of power glide
blending precision made for two breaks the sound of the sixties with brighter whiter lies. Hair follicles never have
to pay state taxes on the skimpy bathing suit snowflakes or spring activated Mellon collie devourering chia panty
hoes. Titillating phones are standing down and Prozac shellacked palace sprays condemn little glass figurines to
nickel pile yard sales.

Andreea Ceplinschi
Winter Bones

drilling into my brainthe thought that i don’t know
my bones.
stirring my silencethe thought that my thoughts have bones.
backbone - 26 pairs of wings
ribs - 11 pairs of flutes
knees - 4 pairs of amber stones
heels - and army of chariots.
my bones have bones that i don’t know.
exploding within mean afternoon of the bones
a night if the bones
which i’m afraid to find out
terrorized by the fact
that i’ll never wear
a cast.

Spring Soul

pain parted my shoulderblades thousands of miles from each other. perhaps,
without my knowing, they have already turned into wings.
indian philosophers reincarnated as trees are deprived of love because the world
accuses the truly in-love of dendrophilia.
there are so may spaces that pain fills up with wings and dendrophiliacs that
indian philosophers reincarnated as trees wish they could curse god.
and there is spring.
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Untitled
Marin Gavazov

I

do not know why I write this to you; probably, you are dumb; trivia is always dumb, so relax. My father…he was
not dumb. He used to tell me that reason has nothing to do with truth and truth has nothing to do with reality; then
he would beat the hell out of me, and he would cry. That much of freedom I learnt before he passed away… freedom
from being, but not freedom to be.
Am I boring you? Are you so interesting as to be bored? My grandmother was never bored and never boring; she
was just as trivial as me, but she was so happy with life. Sometimes, I miss her. Her absurdly positive attitude, her
energy, her strength, and I have to admit, her trivia.
I will read to you a part of her diary, or a part of her. I do not want to do so, for you are not close to me; what I want,
does it matter? “Matter” is a nonsensical abstraction.
On my way home, I moved on the granny-walk, heard beepers shouting granny, saw people looking granny into me
and eventually returned to my granny home. I poured a large glass of scotch, lit a cigarette, and in berserk frenzy
searched for my favourite disk of Janis Joplin, which my granny memory was unable to find; in about 15 minutes, or
40 minutes, the phone grannied, and I grannied the receiver:
- “Hey, sweetie.” My mother.
- “Hey.” Me.
- “Hey, hey, hey.” My mother.
- “…Hmmmmm…I am…I am…old, ma, I am old…”
- “…Ok. So what?” My mother.
- “How come so what!!! I lose so many things!!!”
- “To get others, girl!!! When you were 20, did you want to be 35, and when you were 40, did you want to be 30?”
my mother.
- “Life is most beautiful when it is unknown, beautiful in both pleasure and displeasure; so go and get it, am I clear!!!
Am I clear!!!”
- “That’s right sir!!!” I laughed.
- “Dismissed!” my mother said and we both laughed.
Days passed by. First, whenever I tried to see myself in the mirror, vain granny would stare dismally at me. Then,
I would start to rebuild my image and become a fully-fledged, swing-dancing, jazz-singing granny that has again
fallen in love – with life. All this constructive process was marked by a three-month affair with the mirror, without
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my husband’s notice.
The first month, life seemed to be built on illusory opposites. Reason seemed senseless without feelings; feelings
seemed worthless without flexibility. I thought I should accept my feeling weak, to be strong.
Most of the second month, I had much less time to meet my secret lover, for I had to show Europeans what jazz is.
Singing Jazz reminded me of Peter Saint James’s saying: “Dance is not something to talk about. Dance is to dance.”
Whenever I had the time to meet Mr. Mirror, we would have some good times together. Probably, I liked more and
more what I saw in him.
On my way back to the USA, I bought a book, Biography of a Suicide. I started reading it:
The music blasted and my thoughts were plastered. My body swung, curved, rocked back and forth; poor men, their
bodies can only rock back and forth. I got drunk and started searching for muscular guys. I love to screw around with
muscular guys. Their heads have very little fortification, the rivers of blood are shallow and easy to cross, and their
thoughts are lean and underfed; they do not offer any resistance.
I went out to light a cigarette, and I never returned.
The night whispered and unbuttoned his dark mantle; he embraced me, and his gentle breath killed the thoughts
infesting my mind; I smiled and tried to hug him, but he was gone. The day brought back all the dumbness.
My skin will never forget his touch. My heart will never release his soul. My mind will never be free; I live in a prison
created by thoughts, and the night is my only freedom. I have to run away.
I closed the book; I thought that thoughts and emotions try to go hand in hand, but running hand in hand proves
difficult. Thoughts are no more of an adaptive advantage than a prehensile tale is, but still they are an advantage.
And though having a tail may be hard from time to time, we do not expect monkeys to cut their tales, for they would
otherwise fall from the trees. Did I want to cut my tail?
I spent a lot of time looking at my tail in the mirror. I remembered home, my grandpa’s laughter and his warm embrace, the honey fragrance of his tobacco, us sitting still on the porch, the myriads of stars twinkling with curiosity
at us; I used to coil and press my knees against my chest; my grandpa’s bear-like arm would cover attentively half
my back. I remembered the time when my legs would exterminate all male thought in a radius of 50 meters; if any
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survived, by chance, it fell into my décolleté; I remembered my husband – when he was not even my boyfriend
– telling me, “I want to see you age.” I remembered my first big concert in the Metropolitan. I remembered me before
the G Day, and I laughed heartily. I was going to enjoy life and to perceive it as beautiful as it always was even if it
perceives me as a granny.
The third month, I felt a heavy granny fall of my shoulders; the only thing I asked myself is what should I do if from
a granny, I turn into a walking mummy who cannot recognize its husband and cannot serve itself. My sarcastic
friend, Paul, who is a great piano player, suggested in that case I should try it in Hollywood, for they have a dearth
of monsters, and mummies seemed quite fashionable. I got slightly sour at him, for he did not seem to take me seriously. My mother…my mother, we met to drink coffee – well, Irish Coffee, and…French Coffee – I surely want to be
like her and to be able to provide support to my kids, to their kids, and to their kids, and to the kids they have…My
God, I love life!
I do too, and I lost my being for this love. You should be ready to let go of life, to have life, but it is so hard, for it is
pressing you, until you become a two-dimensional scarecrow, which can scare only itself.
Lose no time liking it or disliking it! You will die one day, but you will still remain trapped in life; all you do, all you
wish, all you could possibly be is so stupid, that you’d better not read anymore but cut your face; however, it will
make no difference whatsoever. The only merit: lack of comfort is drama, happiness is a soap opera.
Pathetic, this is what you are. All our existence summed up in one word – pathetic. You are mediocre; you never
want anything better than life. But I do…I want to BE…I am not…what am I? I…I, stands for trivia, not for me.
Probably, I have to fight for my happiness and find some sense in loving my kids, in crying when I listen to a record
of my grandmother, in smiling when I see the cold sunrise in a warm cup of coffee. I want more…I want more from
life...but I am given a stupid role, I have to play a tree and Life plays Hamlet.
Enough is not enough, my grandma would say. Life is not alive enough, I feel.

